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PROBLEM
Tank Pressure Below Setpoint
Some variation in tank vapor space pressure is normal.

Tank Pressure Above Setpoint
Some variation in tank vapor space pressure is normal.
The gas blanketing system does not control the upper
pressure in the tank beyond shutting off the gas flow when
at setpoint. Further tank pressure increase can be caused
by pump-in or thermal pressure build-up. The tank venting
device(s) controls pressures above the tank blanketing
setpoint.

Cycling
Some cycling is normal.

Fisher Regulators

SOLUTION
1) Inadequate inlet pressure. Observe inlet pressure
under operating conditions. If it is less than the
published minimum differential pressure, the main
valve may not open.
2) Improper sizing. Check sizing as described in
bulletin. Inadequate system capacity can result in
an inability to maintain tank pressure.
3) Incorrect range spring. Use the lowest range
spring possible for your operating set point.
4) Tank venting device not closing.
5) Excessive vessel leakage.
6) Isolation valves partially or completely closed.
7) Control or main line partially or completely blocked.
Trapped condensate is primary problem.
8) Pilot regulator or pilot supply regulator not adjusted
properly.
9) Pilot regulator or pilot supply regulator inoperative.
10) Ruptured main valve diaphragm.
11) Main valve inoperative.
12) Excessive main valve body corrosion.
13) Actuator stem bent or damaged.
1) Improper sizing. Check sizing as described in the
sales bulletin. Excessive system capacity can
result in overshooting desired control setpoint.
2) Inlet supply pressure may be too high. Observe
inlet pressure under operating conditions. If it is
more than the published maximums, the main valve
may not close and/or sustain internal damage.
3) Tank venting device not opening.
4) Leaking main valve seat/seal.
5) Leaking pilot regulator seat/seal.
6) Pilot regulator and/or main valve not closing.
7) Fixed restriction partially/completely plugged.
8) Debris in cage/seat ring.
9) Excessive main valve body corrosion.
10) Actuator stem bent or damaged.
1) Improper sizing. Check sizing as described in the
sales bulletin. Excessive system capacity can
result cycling problems.
2) Undersize piping. Confirm correct pipe size for flow
and distance to minimize backpressure and friction
concerns.
3) Downstream check valve improperly sized/incorrect
cracking pressure.
4) Control line partially blocked. Trapped condensate
is primary problem.
5) Leaking pilot regulator seat.
6) Inadequate inlet supply pressure.
7) Improper installation.
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